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"MCP "Plaid" Phonics" Level A helps students become fluent readers.
Activities help students develop spelling (encoding), recognize words in
context, and use phonics in word-building and personal writing. It provides
teachers with a direct model for integrating phonics and reading through
reading activities.
MCP Mathematics promotes mathematical success for all students, especially
those who struggle with their core math program. This trusted, targeted
program uses a traditional drill and practice format with a predictable, easy-touse lesson format. MCP Math is flexible and adaptable to fit a variety of
intervention settings including after school, summer school, and additional
math instruction during the regular school day. By teaching with MCP Math,
you can: Provide targeted intervention through a complete alternative program
to core math textbooks. Help students learn and retain new concepts and skills
with extensive practice. Prepare students at a wide range of ability levels for
success on standardized tests of math proficiency.
Phonics Pathways
Building Spelling Skills, Grade 2
Spelling Workout, Grade 2
Natural Speller
Modern Curriculum Press Mathematics
Spelling Workout uses a sports theme that gives you and your students the tools you need to be an
unbeatable team Capitalizing on the close tie between spelling and phonics, the program leads students
from simple sound-letter relationships to more complex spelling patterns.
Spelling Workout uses a sports theme that gives you and your students the tools you need to be an
unbeatable team! Capitalizing on the close tie between spelling and phonics, the program leads students
from simple sound-letter relationships to more complex spelling patterns.
Wordly Wise, Book 9
The Ordinary Parent's Guide to Teaching Reading
MCP Spelling Workout
Level D
Modern Curriculum Press Phonics
An accessible primer on phonics-based teaching filters out the obscure, political,
and gimmicky practices of typical programs to provide parents with simple steps
on teaching children how to read, providing a wealth of tools, instructional advice,
and easy-to-follow guidelines. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Give your fourth grader a fun-filled way to build and reinforce spelling skills.
Spectrum Spelling for grade 4 provides progressive lessons in prefixes, suffixes,
vowel sounds, compound words, easily misspelled words, and dictionary skills. This
exciting language arts workbook encourages children to explore spelling with
brainteasers, puzzles, and more! Don’t let your child’s spelling skills depend on
spellcheck and autocorrect. Make sure they have the knowledge and skills to
choose, apply, and spell words with confidence–and without assistance from digital
sources. Complete with a speller’s dictionary, a proofreader’s guide, and an answer
key, Spectrum Spelling offers the perfect way to help children strengthen this
important language arts skill.
Kindergarten Through Grade Eight
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MCP Mathematics
Word Study for Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling Instruction
Spelling Workout
Spelling Workout, H: Spelling workout, H [student workbook

Provide students with frequent, focused skills practice with this Reproducible
Teacher's Edition. The reproducible format and additional teacher resources
provide everything needed to help students master and retain basic skills. In
Building Spelling Skills Daily Practice, Grade 6+, students will learn 18
spelling words per week (540 total). Three sentences for dictation are
provided for each list.
Give your second grader a fun-filled way to build and reinforce spelling skills.
Spectrum Spelling for grade 2 provides progressive lessons in contractions,
vowel sounds, compound words, word endings, and dictionary skills. This
exciting language arts workbook encourages children to explore spelling
with brainteasers, puzzles, and more! Don’t let your child’s spelling skills
depend on spellcheck and autocorrect. Make sure they have the knowledge
and skills to choose, apply, and spell words with confidence–and without
assistance from digital sources. Complete with a speller’s dictionary, a
proofreader’s guide, and an answer key, Spectrum Spelling offers the perfect
way to help children strengthen this important language arts skill.
Level H
Pupil Edition
Grade 4
MCP "Plaid" Phonics
Spelling Workout, C
Contains 30 spelling units with lists from commonly used,
commonly misspelled English words and words with common phonetic
or structural elements, sentences for dictation, and student
practice pages for each unit.
Provide explicit instruction and practice of the comprehension
skills students need to understand written text. Each lesson
begins with direct instruction of each skill and is followed by
opportunities for students to apply and transfer the skill to a
meaningful context. Comprehension Plus study skills, vocabulary,
phonics/word study, and writing connections add up to improved
test scores and classroom performance. Comprehension Plus is a
perfect combination with Comprehension Power Readers.
Spelling Workout, Grade 3
Recommended Readings in Literature, Addendum
... Teacher's edition
Level B
Spelling Workout, E: Spelling workout, E [student workbook

Hardbound Pupil Editions for Grades 1-6 are organized into
four units-Life, Physical, Earth, and Human Body sciences.
An age-appropriate workbook is available for Kindergarten
students.
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Your child will have to write in his or her daily life both
in college and beyond, so being able to spell with
proficiency is very important. While giving your child a
strong Spelling foundation may seem like a serious matter,
the actual instruction you provide can be fun and engaging.
In fact, it should be! The Modern Curriculum Press (MCP)
Spelling Workout is a homeschool program designed to be
highly engaging by requiring active participation. Instead
of simply reading and memorizing words, your child will
learn how to predict Spelling patterns with the help of some
hands-on activities. The MCP Spelling Workout curriculum for
homeschooling includes riddles, puzzles, writing prompts and
cross -curricular reading assignments that make Spelling an
exciting subject. By the time your child reaches Grade 8,
which is the final installment in the MCP Spelling Workout
program, he or she will be ready to take on more complex
information. During MCP Spelling Workout: Grade 8, he or she
will grasp the English language rules that will help him or
her predict patterns in Spelling. For instance, your child
will know that "i" comes before "e," except after "c."
Additionally, your child will solidify his or her
foundational Spelling knowledge while gleaning new ageappropriate Spelling concepts. MCP Spelling Workout: Grade 8
is a dynamic program, allowing you to set the pace of your
child's homeschooling progress. Feel free to go back and
review challenging concepts or push forward through the ones
your child seems to understand easily. MCP Spelling Workout
was designed to be used in conjunction with the appropriate
level of MCP Plaid Phonics. This second program is a
Spelling curriculum that approaches the English language
through sound. With MCP Spelling Workout and Plaid Phonics
on hand, you'll be able to provide your child with a wellrounded Spelling education. Even without MCP Plaid Phonics,
you will construct engaging and thoughtful lessons. The
materials included in MCP Spelling Workout: Grade 8 will
help you do so. For more information on the materials
included in Grade 8, visit the Features and Benefits page.
With Spelling Workout, every child can become a successful
speller in no time. This high-interest program offers an
easy-to-implement step-by-step approach to spelling success.
Spelling Workout has all the components you need to go from
simple sound-letter relationships to more complex spelling
patterns. Your child will learn spelling skills based on
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phonics through unique, cross-curricular reading passages,
practice, and high-interest writing activities. Packed with
flexible lessons, motivating activities, including fun
riddles and puzzles, this dynamic program promotes spelling
success! You can use Spelling Workout together with MCP
"Plaid" Phonics to provide your child with a complete
phonics and spelling curriculum. Looking for other grade
levels? 1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade 4th Grade 5th Grade
6th Grade 7th Grade
Spectrum Spelling, Grade 2
Comprehension Plus
Spelling Workout, G: Spelling workout G [student workbook
Words Their Way: Pearson New International Edition
Spelling Workout, Grade 4
Spelling Workout has all the components you need to lead students from
simple sound-letter relationships to more complex spelling patterns. Students
learn spelling skills based on phonics through unique, cross-curricular reading
passages, practice, and high-interest writing activities. Packed with flexible
lessons, motivating activites, including fun riddles and puzzles, this dynamic
program leads students to spelling success! The Teacher's Edition: Provides
detailed lesson plans for either a 3-day or 5-day plan. Offers strategy activities
for reinforcing and analyzing spelling patterns. Includes Dictation Sentences for
a Pretest and Final Replay Test. Suggests tips for meeting the needs of English
language learners. Features Take-It Home masters to help foster home
involvement. Follows the same scope and sequence of MCP "Plaid" Phonics.
Students are empowered to become independent readers, with greater
emphasis on word analysis, vocabulary, comprehension, and writing.
Spelling Workout F
Spelling Workout, Grade 1
McP Spelling Workout Student B
3000 Direct Academic Vocabulary Instruction
Phonics - 2
Words Their Way is a hands-on, developmentally-driven
approach to word study that illustrates how to integrate and
teach children phonics, vocabulary, and spelling skills.
Building on its best-selling approach, this edition of Words
Their Way continues the phenomenon that has helped thousands
of children improve their literacy skills. This Fifth
Edition features updated activities, expanded coverage of
English learners, and emphasis on progress monitoring. All
new classroom videos, an enhanced assessment application
tool available on a new Web Resources site, as well as
enhanced word sorts, picture sorts and games offer teachers
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even more tools that will enhance their word study
instruction.
Intended as a guide for local-level policy makers,
curriculum planners, teachers, and librarians, this addendum
to "Recommended Readings in Literature, Kindergarten through
Grade Eight" includes over 260 titles designed to supplement
and extend the original list. Organized by overlapping grade
levels, the addendum offers many titles that can be enjoyed
by children, adolescents, parents, and teachers alike.
Literary contributions of specific ethnic or cultural groups
included in the addendum are identified by special symbols.
(RS)
Modern Curriculum Press Plaid Phonics
Building Spelling Skills
Spelling Workout, Grade 5
Clear Steps to Easy Reading and Perfect Spelling
Comprehension Plus Level E(Teacher's Guide)
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